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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

JOHN B. THOMPSON,

                                      Plaintiff,

v.                                                                    Case No. 07-21256 (Judge Adalberto Jordan)

THE FLORIDA BAR and
DAVA J. TUNIS, JOHN HARKNESS, 
AND FRANK ANGONES, 

                                      Defendants.

PLAINTIFF’S VERIFIED NOTICE TO THE COURT
  

COMES NOW petitioner, John B. Thompson, (Thompson) an attorney on his 

own behalf, and provides this notice to the court of the following:

Video game industry insider John Douglas has gone public, as indicated in a prior 

filing with the court, as a whistleblower regarding the illicit and dangerous business 

practices of the violent video game industry.  See   

http://www.christiannewswire.com/news/234364714.html.

Mr. Douglas has had dealings with every major company within the video game 

industry, including SLAPP Bar complainant Take-Two Interactive Software, Inc.  Mr. 

Douglas offered plaintiff Thompson yesterday, by telephone to testify in this proceeding, 

as well as in the two wrongful death actions brought by plaintiff Thompson against Take-

Two Interactive Software, Inc., as to the video game industry’s fraudulent and deceptive 

trade practices, which include attempts to discredit opponents of their improper business 

practices.  This includes the “shoot the messenger” strategy employed by the video game 

industry, particularly aimed at faith-based critics of these illicit business practices and the 

dangerous video game products those practices are designed to protect.
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No state bar, acting in anything approach good faith, would continue to proceed 

against plaintiff Thompson without communicating with Mr. Douglas in these regards.  

Mr. Douglas can corroborate to The Florida Bar precisely what Take-Two and its lawyers 

have done to Thompson and why.  

The video game industry’s Florida Bar complaints against plaintiff Thompson are 

nothing but a fraudulent SLAPP assault upon Thompson because of his faith-based 

opposition to Take-Two’s demonstrably illegal activities and dangerous products.  These 

products are so dangerous, that one of Take-Two’s “games” is banned for sale to adults in 

the United Kingdom and removed by the Target Corporation from all of its stores.  Take-

Two is selling this same “pornographic violence” (Common Sense Media) game to 

minors directly in this country through its web site and through retailers like Best Buy. 

The bad faith that The Florida Bar asserts to this court Thompson cannot prove is 

patent.  It is consequential.  And it is now corroborated in the person of John Douglas, an 

industry insider with the courage to go public with what Thompson has been saying for 

nine years about this fraud-drenched industry, the worse example of which is SLAPP Bar 

complainant Take-Two Interactive Software, Inc. 

Under penalty of perjury, I affirm that the foregoing is true, so help me God.   

I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing has been provided to opposing counsel 

through the court’s electronic filing system, this November 10, 2007.

                                                                        /s/ JOHN B. THOMPSON, Plaintiff
Attorney, Florida Bar #231665
1172 South Dixie Hwy., Suite 111
Coral Gables, Florida 33146
Phone:  305-666-4366 
amendmentone@comcast.net  


